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Abstract
To generate a hypothesis about the effects of anonymity
on user participation in online communities, comments on
Youtube were analysed for effects of the change from
allowing pseudonyms to Google+ with its real name
policy. Small differences were detected, leading to the
hypothesis that the option to remain anonymous leads to
a less active environment for getting feedback, with less
polite and less rude comments on the expense of neutral
ones.
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Introduction
Shall people be anonymous on the internet? What effect
has being anonymous in a group? While working on the
concept for AAL TOPIC1 , an online platform for social
support among informal caregivers, the issue of allowing
anonymous comments in the discussions or in general on
the platform arose. It was evoked in particular by informal
1 http://www.topic-aal.eu/

caregivers taking care of a person suffering from the
Alzheimer’s Disease, since this disease is related to
behavioural disorders that can lead to embarrassing
situations for the caregivers (and the patient). If the goal
is to have a healthy community that engages in experience
sharing and helping each other, would it be better to ask
users to use their civil identity or do they gather
confidence by being anonymous or pseudonymous? Or is
it better to allow both situations, depending on the type
of discussions?

builders. The hypotheses generated here are planned to
be tested in other studies and in an experiment as part of
the TOPIC project. In the following section, we present
the related work. Afterwards we show a simplified model
built from the literature, describing the relation between
anonymity and participation. The section after describes
the data gathering and the findings while following the
model. Limitations are mentioned and a conclusion is
made.

Related Work
With theories and literature implying different outcomes
([9], [2]), it became clear that this question is not
answered easily. We decided to look at comments in
Youtube, especially because on Nov. 2013, Google
integrated Youtube’s comment system into Google+.
Before the change, users were free to chose a name, but
after the change, users were forced to use their full civil
identity (later, pseudonyms were allowed, but the
character of the platform changed) 2 . Thus, we can find
videos with comments made by users with pseudonym
only, and newer videos where commenters often use their
full name, while being connected by Google+ to their
friends and identity.
This situation gives us the option to compare:
1. Comments from before and after the change.
2. Comments from before the change by users with
and without a Google+ account now.
This is a first step in a bigger effort to analyse the impact
of anonymity and to find recommendations for community
2 Causing

several Youtubers to forbid comments, see http://

goo.gl/wkkbBy

Research work on the effect of anonymity already exists.
A fundamental theory is the Deindividuation Theory,
describing how a member in a group looses his
self-awareness, thus loosing his social conscience [9],
which leads to less polite discussions. A second theory, the
social identity model of deindividuation effects (SIDE),
regards anonymous group behaviour more positive. It
suggests that members try to do what is good for the
group, because members identify with the norms of the
group [2], with anonymity helping that process. The user
has a better user experience by feeling more connected.
An important practical work is described by Kilner et al in
[6]. An online forum for soldiers gradually changed its
account model from anonymity with pseudonyms to full
civil identity. Kilner et al. analysed the different stages
and found that removing anonymity options led to fewer
antisocial comments and fewer comments in total. This
work heavily influenced our analysis in selecting possible
hypotheses.
In the area of Behavioral Science, experiments (like [7])
tried to find effects of anonymity. Research on the link
between politeness, civility and anonymity from a political
angle ([11]) exists as well.

There is also a lot of literature describing factors
influencing participation. Anonymity is there seldom a
main focus, but it gets mentioned. An example for that is
a main thread in the literature: The Common Identity
and Bond Theory being used by Kraut et al as described
in [10]. The theory sees two types of connection between
the members of a community - Identity and Bond influenced by different factors, Social Categorization,
Interdependence and Intergroup Comparisons for Identity
and Social Interaction, Personal Information and Personal
Attraction through Similarity for Bond. Some of them
can be linked to anonymity, SIDE theory does that
explicitly with Personal Attraction through Similarity, as
described in the introduction.

Model
As we are interested in the influence of anonymity on
online participation for social support and community
building, we developed a model of what influences
participation. We started with Kraut’s use of the
Common Identity and Common Bond model, and other
related work. Then, factors influenced by anonymity were
collected. We ended with a model showing which factors
that might influence participation are influenced by
anonymity. But many factors were hard to apply on a
textual corpus. We then simplified the model, keeping
only the factors for which we were able to find markers we
can measure in text (see 1).
This model illustrates that a big part of the literature is
assuming that anonymity influences politeness ([8]).
Politeness was found to influence participation; For
instance [1] showed that impolite comments provoke other
comments. Anonymity is indirectly connected with
Intergroup Comparisons and Social Interaction via Social
Presence; [4] describe that factors linked to Common

Bond and Common Identity profit from Social Presence,
with [12] showing that anonymity influences Social
Presence.
Social Presence
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Figure 1: simplified model showing the interaction of
anonymity and participation

Data Collection
24 videos were identified that had several comments and
were related to informal caregivers or Alzheimer. The
average publishing date of the comments was Monday,
December 6, 2010. The 3773 comments were downloaded
with Youtubes API (using modified scripts of the TubeKit
parser3 ), as well as the profile information of the 3087
users, revealing whether the account was linked with
Google+ or not. Youtubes API does not show when users
linked their Youtube-Account to Google+, we can only see
which commenters are still not using Google+. However,
it is complicated to use Youtube while logged in without
going through the Google+ boarding. Consequently, no
comment made after the change to Google+ was from a
user without Google+. The other way around existed,
there were comments from people having only a Google+
account and no Youtube profile, but all were discarded for
being formal sharing announcements.
3 http://tubekit.org/

The comments were then analysed for markers that
showed:
1. Politeness. To measure those factors in text we
searched for markers that show how polite a
message is. After dismissing some models as too
complicated to use manually ([5]) or not accessible
enough ([3]), it was decided to use an algorithmical
approach (Bayes’ algorithm).
2. Intergroup Comparisons. We searched for the
words ”we/us/our/them”, that grammatically show
that a group of people is mentioned. In the model,
the use of intergroup comparisons is influenced by
anonymity through social awareness.
3. Personal Interaction. We looked at the reply
count given by Youtubes API. In the model, this is
influenced by anonymity through social awareness.
The amount of replies made has to be fetched from
the comment data by searching for the @-character,
this metric worked only before the change to
Google+.
The use of the Bayes’ algorithm was thereby the most
complicated step. 300 comments were marked manually
as either polite, neutral or rude. Then the algorithm
classified all remaining comments. The classification of
100 comments was used to calculate an estimated
accuracy. The accuracy of the used algorithm was 80%.

Politeness
After the change, we find slightly more polite and rude
comments, significant by a χ2 -test with p < 0.01.

Before
After

Polite
133 (3%)
32 (5%)

Neutral
2838 (92%)
534 (84%)

Rude
155 (5%)
81 (11%)

Intergroup Comparisons
Most of the comments did not contain intergroup
comparisons (we/us/our/them). After the change, the
average use of those words was slightly higher, but a
t-test showed the increase to be not significant.
Table 1: Amount of Comparisons

Group
Before
After

mean
0.1628
0.2365

sd
0.5885
1.3417

median
0
0

n
3126
647

Social Interaction
There are two different metrics for social interaction in
the data: replies made and replies gotten. The Youtube
API only shows the amount of replies gotten. The
difference when looking at the effect of the change is big,
and significant by t-test with p < 0.01 . After the change,
with an average of 0.5 it seems like every second
comment was answered, though the median of 0 shows
this to be false. Instead some comments got many replies,
while many other still got none.
Table 2: Change of replies

Findings
The change
Comparing comments from before and after the change,
there is a difference.

Group
Before
After

mean
0.0067
0.4791

sd
0.1171
2.3598

median
0
0

n
3126
647

Pseudonymous vs Google+ Users before the change
We just saw that the change in the environment had an
influence on the comments. But that does not prove that
the change in the degree of anonymity is the cause of that
change, as other factors changed as well. A difference in
the comments between users who adopted Google+ and
those who did not would be a clearer signal, but the
difference was small.
Politeness
There was no difference in the politeness rating,
confirmed by a χ2 -test resulting in p = 0.8424.

G+
pseudonym

Polite
96 (4%)
36 (4%)

Neutral
2058 (91%)
730 (91%)

Rude
112 (5%)
36 (4%)

Intergroup Comparisons
Intergroup Comparisons made were also on the same level.

G+
pseudonym

Comments With Comparisons
253 (10%)
83 (10%)

Social Interaction
The only visible difference is here. According to the API,
no pseudonymous user got any reply. They made however
the same relative amount of replies. The lack of responses
could explain why the users stopped being active (see
[13]). This observation could be a bug in the API, but is
not totally unlikely given low amount of replies.
Comments were often directed at the creator of the video,
not at other commenters. Sadly the identification whether
a comment was a reply or not was not reliable. That data
is not coming from the API but from searching for an ”@”
sign, a praxis used before the change to reference another

user.

G+
pseudonym

Avg Replies Gotten
0.01
0

Avg of being a Reply
0.085
0.081

Limitations
It is possible that the markers that were measured are
influenced by other factors, and that anonymity did not
play a significant role. Youtube changed its interface, the
spam control and the ranking of comments, from a
timeline system showing the newest comments first to an
opaque ranking system. External cultural factors could
also influence the comments. Thus a different selection of
videos could show other results. Another limitation is the
bayes algorithm used to qualify politeness. The initial
supervised learning process depends on the researcher
entering the input. The observed 80% accuracy is subject
to the same limitation, as the algorithmic politeness rating
was compared with the subjective correct rating.

Conclusion and Further work
Given the limitations of this study, the results are rather
hypotheses for further work. There are two: (1) When
commenters are anonymous, it leads to less polite and less
rude comments. (2) When commenters are anonymous, it
leads to less interaction.
The first hypothesis is especially surprising, as it stands in
contrast to what was found by Kilner et al in [6]. It is
further interesting to see that there was no difference
observed between the commenters using Google+ now
and those who chose to stay pseudonymous, or to
abandon Youtube after the change, apart from the reply
count. The expectation when looking at that data was to

see a difference caused by a different mentality of those
accepting Google+ and those who did not. Further
research is needed to work around the limitations of this
analysis. A new study will look at a truly mixed
environment, where anonymous members and those
showing their civil identity are members at the same time
(Wikipedia.org for instance). Another study will look at
environments that use different identity models but are
related, like discussion boards for similar topics (for
example 4chans /g/ and Hacker News).
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